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Figure 1: A sketch of the shear zone model used in this study. The three inserts are cartoons of some of the possible grain size
distributions, with grain-colors indicating grain-size (blue is small and red is large).

partitioning fraction of the mechanical work that goes into creating new grain boundaries. Here, we provide

further constraints, by comparing the grain size dependence on temperature predicted by our model with that

reported in the observational data.

Field observations demonstrate a correlation between grain size and temperature (with the grain size in-

creasing by over two orders of magnitude across a few hundred degrees increase in temperature), increasing70

dominance of dislocation creep at higher temperatures, and a coexistence of different deformation regimes

across small spatial scales (Jin et al., 1998; Linckens et al., 2015). These observations are used as constraints

in the model presented below.

2. A Simple Shear Zone Model

A detailed mathematical description of the two phase grain damage model was presented previously75

(e.g. Bercovici and Ricard, 2012; Bercovici et al., 2015a; Bercovici and Ricard, 2016). We provide a brief
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Unique 
Earth?

• Plate tectonics likely governs planetary evolution from core to 
atmosphere
• Plate tectonics as a carbon scrubber (Walker et al 1981; Berner et al 1983)

• Desire a predictive theory about conditions for plate tectonics to 
occur 

Why is Earth the only 
terrestrial planet in our 
solar system with plate 
tectonics, liquid water, 
temperate climate, and 
life



The “Plate Generation” questions

How does plate tectonics arise from a convecting mantle?
Why Earth, not Venus (or Mars)?
What governs whether we expect to find plate tectonics in 

other solar systems?
When and how did plate tectonics emerge?
How do plates evolve and reorganize? 

?



Mantle rock “creep” rheology

strain-rate stress

grain-size

ė = A(T )�n

ė = B(T )�/Rm

temperature



V.	Solomatov (1995)
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Plate Generation 
Mechanisms
Most terrestrial mantles undergo 

stagnant lid convection
Earth has self-softening feedbacks  
• deformation softens material
• weak zones focus deformation
• causes more softening, more focusing: 

shear-localization
Allows convecting mantle to generate 
• strong broad plates, 
• narrow, weak long-lasting boundaries
• localized strike-slip shear



Peridotite mylonite (Lars	Hansen)



• Mineral grains grow if “static”

Mylonite,	Ivrea Zone	Italy	(Jin	et	al.,	1998)	

Grain-scale Processes

Hiraga et	al	2010

Octochlorpropane (Park	et	al	1997)



Mylonite,	Ivrea Zone	Italy	(Jin	et	al.,	1998)	

Grain-scale Processes

But in single-phase rocks…
• Grain reduction only in 

dislocation creep (dynamic 
recrystallization): independent 
of grain-size

• Grain-size weakening only in 
diffusion creep when grains 
only grow

• Shoudn’t be any self-softening 
feedback
• de Bresser et al (2001)

Problems: 
1.  Exclusive creep 

mechanisms 
•  Grain reduction only 

in dislocation creep 
(dynamic 
recrystallization)  

•  Grainsize weakening 
only in diffusion 
creep when grains 
only grow 

•  Damage and 
weakening don’t co-
exist 

 
2.  Olivine grain-growth 

is too fast: 
•  Loss of plate 

boundaries after 
deformation ceases 
within 1Myrs 
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Dislocation 
Creep 

• With deformation and damage 
(dislocations),  grain-size reduces

• Rocks apparently soften as grains 
“shrink” è positive feedback

• “Deep” lithospheric mechanism
• cold ductile region

• Evident in mylonites

• Mineral grain-size reduction?



Grain-damage & pinning  in 
rock mixtures* 
• Mantle rocks (peridotite) 

are mixture of olivine and 
pyroxene

• Grain growth blocked 
(pinned) by interface 
between components

Hiraga et	al,	2010

Skemer et	al	2009*Bercovici	&	Ricard 2012,	2013

• Damage acts to “sharpen” 
interface

• Sharpening of interface and 
pinning drives grains to 
smaller sizes and material 
softens

• Damage and softening 
coexist

• Pinning retards healing



Single-phase	
coarsening

In	two-phases	with	
pinning,	coarsening	
is		impeded

Pinning slows grain-growth 

High	surface	
and	internal	
energy

Low	surface	
and	internal	
energy

High	surface	
and	internal	
energy



Low	
surface	
energy

High	
surface	
energy

Damage	
èwork	provides	
energy	increase

High	
surface	
energy

Pinning helps damage

High	
surface	
energy

“Easier”	
Damage: less	
energy	needed



Coupled “interface” and “grain-size” 
evolution laws
Interface	“roughness”	or	
radius	of	curvature r

Grain-size	Ri in	
each	phase

Composite	dislocation	+	diffusion	creep	rheology

Zi = 1� c(1� �i)
R2

i

r2

ė =
�
ai�

n�1
i + biR�m

i

�
⌧ i

Zener pinning	
factor

DRp
i

Dt
= CiZi � pDRp+1

i

ai⌧
n+1
i

Zi

Drq

Dt
= CI � qDrq+1 ̄

coarsening 
healing damage

Coefficients	based	on	comparison	to	lab	experiments
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1. INTRODUCTION
“It is the larger conception which determines the expression of the details.”

—Joseph Barrell (Barrell 1919, p. 282)

Five decades after the advent of the plate tectonics theory (e.g., Hess 1962, Vine & Matthews 1963,
Wilson 1965), our understanding of geology seems to have matured enough to discuss the initi-
ation of plate tectonics in Earth’s history, which might have been regarded in the past century as
too speculative to be legitimate. In recent years, quite a few papers have been published to suggest
when plate tectonics started, with proposed timings covering almost the entire history of Earth
(Figure 1). The diversity of opinions results from ambiguities in the interpretation of relevant
geological observations as well as different weightings on different kinds of data. Stern (2005),
for example, suggests that modern-style plate tectonics started around the beginning of the
Neoproterozoic era [∼1 billion years ago (1 Gya)] on the basis of the absence of ultrahigh-pressure

Present

0.54 Gya

2.5 Gya

4.0 Gya

4.5 Gya

Phanerozoic

Proterozoic

Archean

Hadean

Suggested onset time
of plate tectonics

~1 Gya (Stern 2005)
~0.85 Gya (Hamilton 2011)

>4.2 Gya (Hopkins et al. 2008)

>3 Gya (Condie & Kröner 2008)

~2.8 Gya (Brown 2006)

>3.1 Gya (Cawood et al. 2006)
~3.2 Gya (Van Kranendonk et al. 2007)

~3.9 Gya (Shirey et al. 2008)
>3.8 Gya (Komiya et al. 1999)

>3.6 Gya (Nutman et al. 2002)

Figure 1
Geologic timescale and suggestions for the onset time of plate tectonics. Suggestions shown here merely
demonstrate the diversity of opinions published in the past decade or so and are not meant to be a
comprehensive compilation of recent literature.
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Emergence of 
plate tectonics: 
When and how 
did plate 
tectonics begin? 
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Ω
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divergence

strike-slip	
vorticity viscosity

• Migrating	subduction
low	P	zone

• Inherited	weak	zones
• Accumulate	plate	
boundaries	in	~	1Gyr

Intermittent subduction and 
inherited damage Bercovici &	Ricard	(2014)



Divergence Vorticity

Viscosity

Earth-like	case
Cool	surface:
Low	healing
High	damage



Viscosity

Divergence Vorticity

Venus-like	case
Hot	surface:
High	healing
Low	damage



Grain damage, mixing and tectonic hysteresis

• Mylonites and ultramylonites often form bands of mixed grains (esp. 
in peridotites)

• Polyminerallic damage+pinning enhanced by inter-grain mixing

polymineralic'

monomineralic'

polymineralic

monomineralic



Sheared (lherzolite) 
peridotite (Skemer
& Karato 2008)

Drawing after EBSD 
image (Bruijn & 
Skemer 2014)

Grain	mixing	
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@t
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X
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�ivi
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X

i
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D�i

Dt
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Diffusive 
grain 
mixing
model

mass	conservation

mean	and	grain-diffusive	velocity

diffusive	velocity	~	vol.	fraction	gradient

anisotropic	diffusivity	~	stress	tensor	

Mass	advection-diffusion	eqn
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Bercovici & Mulyukova (2018)
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Figure 2: Schematic cartoon illustrating the sequence of steps described in the present theory. (a) Grain
boundaries within adjacent minerals, e.g. olivine (green) and pyroxene (grey), initially intersect the interface
or boundary between minerals or phases. (b) Migration of the triple junction introduces roughness along the
interphase boundary as a protrusion, which, even without stress and deformation, grows toward the dihedral
angle wherein surface energies are balanced. (c) Imposed stress and deformation enhances growth of the
protrusion (if there are compressive stresses parallel to the direction along which the protrusion grows); but
they also induce damage that promotes dislocations and eventually a subgrain wall behind the migrating
protrusion. (d) Deformation increases the misorientation across the subgrain wall leading ultimately to the
formation of new grain. (e) With ongoing imposed compressive stresses, the newly formed grain moves along
the boundary between two adjacent grains. (f ) The grain migrates to a new position that is entirely separate
from its parent grain. At this point the process may return to step (b).

on the competition between how fast it can grow versus how quickly its base accumulates
damage during deformation, and is finally severed.150

2.1.1. Tooth growth
We first consider the growth of the olivine tooth given a simplified triple junction ge-

ometry (Fig. 3). At any given time, the tooth has height (perpendicular to the interface
between olivine and pyroxene) y and a base of length 2b. The base 2b has to be less than or
equal to the distance between triple junctions, which we equate to the pyroxene grain size155

R, and thus we assume (and later demonstrate) that b / R.
The forces driving growth of the tooth include both the effects of wetting by surface

tension and suction by applied normal stresses (we neglect the cases where normal stresses
impede tooth growth). We seek to translate these forces into pressure gradients that then
drive tooth growth via viscous flow (more specifically diffusion creep) into the pyroxene160

grain-boundary.
We represent the two-dimensional stress tensor in terms of normal and shear compo-

nents as
⌧ =


⌧N ⌧S

⌧S �⌧N

�
⌘ ⌧N(x̂x̂ � ẑẑ) + ⌧S(x̂ẑ+ ẑx̂) (1)

where x̂ and ẑ are unit vectors, respectively parallel and perpendicular to the originally
flat interface between phases. Continuity of normal stress on the sloping sides of the tooth165

implies that the pressure adjacent to these surfaces inside the tooth is p± = P0 � n̂± ·⌧ · n̂±,

7
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Diffusive grain mixing + damage: 1D example

Mass	advection-diffusion	eqn

Grain	damage	(simplified)



Zoomed	out	(“wide”	domain)



Deformation maps and observations (field and 
lab)

Figure 10. Different olivine deformation mechanism maps, grain size (mm) versus differential stress
(MPa), at different temperatures: (a) 1100°C, (b and c) 800°C, and (d and e) 700°C. Different flow laws
are used for diffusion creep; [HiKo, 2003] from Hirth and Kohlstedt [2003] (Figures 10a, 10b, and 10d),
and [FaJa, 2007] from Faul and Jackson [2007] (Figures 10c and 10e). The parameters used for the other
flow laws are summarized in Table 1. For the mylonite the differential stress is assumed to be the same in
the polymineralic domains (small olivine grain sizes) as the differential stress in the monomineralic layers
(large olivine grain sizes) calculated with the paleopiezometer. For the ultramylonite, the stippled box
shows the range in average grain sizes in the polymineralic domains, with the corresponding differential
stresses for the whole range.

LINCKENS ET AL.: EVOLUTION OF A MANTLE SHEAR ZONE B06210B06210
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Linckens et	al	(2011)
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Cross & Skemer 2017
calcite/anhydrite experiments

Confidential manuscript submitted to Journal of Geophysical Research: Solid Earth 
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 836 
Figure 10: Deformation mechanism maps for (a) calcite, constructed from the dislocation creep 837 
flow law of Renner et al. (2002) and the diffusion creep flow law of Herwegh et al. (2003), and 838 
(b) anhydrite, constructed from the dislocation and diffusion creep flow laws of Dell’Angelo & 839 
Olgaard (1995). The thick black line indicates the field boundary between dislocation and diffusion 840 
dominated creep. For calcite, the paleopiezometers of Barnhoorn et al (2004; red line) and Rutter 841 
(1995; green line) are given alongside the paleowattmeter of Austin & Evans (2007; blue line). 842 
Data points (colored by shear strain) are plotted using median grain sizes (Figure 8c; Table S1) 843 
and the shear strain rates given in Table 1, converted to effective strain rates using a factor of 1/√3 844 
(Paterson & Olgaard, 2000).  845 
 846 
  847 

Calcite	surrounded	by	
anhyd.

Calcite	surrounded	by	
calcite



Two-phase grain damage with mixing transition 
• Three equilibrium branches 

1. Unmixed, large grain, strong “creeping” branch
2. Mixed, small grain, weak “mylonite” branch
3. Intermediate grain unstable branch
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Planetary 
states

• Co-existence largely depends on damage:healing qD/C
• Earth has large qD/C and Venus much smaller

Venus Earth
Grain-damage 
hysteresis
• implies a plate-

tectonic state 
allows for co-
existence of 
strong and very 
weak states

• representing 
plates and plate 
boundaries
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Summary

• Grain-damage mechanism, built from basic physics, consistent 
with lab and field observations, allows generation of plate 
tectonics with Earth conditions

• Emergence of global plate tectonics takes 1Gyr as damage zones 
accumulate and are inherited to yield fully formed plates driven 
by subduction only
• On, Venus damaged weak zones heal and don’t accumulate

• Grain-damage, mixing and (effective) hysteresis implies two 
deformation states: plates and plate boundaries 


